Overview
Logan Oil Tools manufactures and supplies L44906 Flo-Tubes for grease injection control heads. After analyzing the industry's supply and demand of Flo-Tubes, a true need for a reliable and responsive source for this product was revealed — a source that could address the demand, and quickly dispatch the sizes and quantities needed in the field.

Comprehensive Inventory
Logan Oil Tools maintains a comprehensive inventory of all commonly requested sizes in its Houston warehouse as well as in all seven of its branch locations. Should your operations require sizes which you have found to be difficult to obtain, please discuss this with us. We will make arrangements to manufacture and stock those sizes in the quantities anticipated for future needs. Since Logan Oil Tools has its own gun drilling facility, we can respond quickly, maintain the quality you expect from Logan Oil Tools, and continue to meet your delivery demands.

When ordering, please specify:
- Calibered size
- Actual bore size
- Range of tubes needed

FLO-TUBES
For more information
Visit www.rubicon-oilfield.com or contact your local sales office
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